The effect of coupled transport phenomena in the Opalinus Clay and implications for radionuclide transport.
In this study, the potential effects of coupled transport phenomena on radionuclide transport in the vicinity of a repository for vitrified high-level radioactive waste (HLW) and spent nuclear fuel (SF) hosted by the Opalinus Clay in Switzerland, at times equal to or greater than the expected lifetime of the waste canisters (about 1000 years), are addressed. The solute fluxes associated with advection, chemical diffusion, thermal and chemical osmosis, hyperfiltration and thermal diffusion have been incorporated into a simple one-dimensional transport equation. The analytical solution of this equation, with appropriate parameters. shows that thermal osmosis is the only coupled transport mechanism that could, on its own, have a strong effect on repository performance. Based on the results from the analytical model, two-dimensional finite-difference models incorporating advection and thermal osmosis, and taking conservation of fluid mass into account, have been formulated. The results show that, under the conditions in the vicinity of the repository at the time scales of interest, and due to the constraints imposed by conservation of fluid mass, the advective component of flow will oppose and cancel the thermal-osmotic component. The overall conclusion is that coupled phenomena will only have a very minor impact on radionuclide transport in the Opalinus Clay, in terms of fluid and solute fluxes, at least under the conditions prevailing at times equal to or greater than the expected lifetime of the waste canisters (about 1000 years).